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The dispersion interaction between a pair of parallel DNA double-helix structures is investigated
by means of the van der Waals density functional (vdW-DF) method. Each double-helix structure
consists of an infinite repetition of one B-DNA coil with 10 base pairs. This parameter-free density
functional theory (DFT) study illustrates the initial step in a proposed vdW-DF computational
strategy for large biomolecular problems. The strategy is to first perform a survey of interaction
geometries, based on the evaluation of the van der Waals (vdW) attraction, and then limit the eval-
uation of the remaining DFT parts (specifically the expensive study of the kinetic-energy repulsion)
to the thus identified interesting geometries. Possibilities for accelerating this second step is detailed
in a separate study. For the B-DNA dimer, the variation in van der Waals attraction is explored at
relatively short distances (although beyond the region of density overlap) for a 360◦ rotation. This
study highlights the role of the structural motifs, like the grooves, in enhancing or reducing the
vdW interaction strength. We find that to a first approximation, it is possible to compare the DNA
double strand at large wall-to-wall separations to the cylindrical shape of a carbon nanotube (which
is almost isotropic under rotation). We compare our first-principles results with the atom-based
dispersive interaction predicted by DFT-D2 [J. Comp. Chem. 27, 1787 (2006)] and find agreement
in the asymptotic region. However, we also find that the differences in the enhancement that occur
at shorter distances reveal characteristic features that result from the fact that the vdW-DF method
is an electron-based (as opposed to atom-based) description.
I. INTRODUCTION
The key characteristics of a working biomolecular sys-
tem is an enormous richness of structural complexity
and a robust working principle, molecular recognition,
for identifying geometries that optimize the intermolec-
ular binding and alignment. Stronger covalent or ionic
binding determines the structure inside the molecules
and provides resilience towards statistical fluctuations.1
This permanence is, for example, of utmost importance in
the preservation of the information contained in our de-
oxyribonucleic acid (DNA) genome.2,3 The binding that
is of relevance for life processes, e.g., the molecular-
recognition matching4–6 of genes, is weaker to allow the
reversible operations that Nature needs.1 The molecu-
lar recognition arises as a delicate balance between steric
hindrance, electrostatics, and van der Waals (vdW) at-
traction, the latter also termed the London dispersion
interaction.
The search for a deeper understanding of such
biomolecular operation motivates development of a
parameter-free computational theory that both pro-
vides transferability and computational efficiency.7,8 The
structural complexity of the biomolecular systems im-
plies that the supramolecular system may express itself
in a multitude of ways, and it is not certain that a given
empirical (or semi-empirical) interaction model remains
applicable for all emerging configurations and for varying
charging states.
Density Functional Theory (DFT) is a highly valued
condensed-matter theory tool that is our work horse in
predictive computational theory of traditional materials
problems.9 In such systems, the electron density remains
high between the atoms, for example, in a bulk structure.
DFT also works excellently for individual molecules but
it has until recently lacked an account of the truly nonlo-
cal correlations that underpin vdW interactions between
constituents in a molecular system. The issue is that
molecular systems are inherently sparse:10–12 they must
also contain low electron-density regions between the
molecular fragments. The sparseness is even the defining
quality when Nature puts molecular recognition to work
among biomolecules. Nevertheless, the last decade have
seen developments that position DFT to overcome this
previous limitation.
The vdW density functional (vdW-DF) method13–15
has a track record12 as a general-purpose nonempirical
DFT that can characterize interactions in sparse and
soft biomolecular systems. The vdW-DF method ac-
counts for vdW interactions by introducing true nonlo-
cality in the density functional. Being built as a physics-
based description and within a constraint-based design,
it has the electron-based description that helps trans-
ferability. This is, for example, important for systems
where it is essential to describe the vdW binding or at-
traction for several typical separations.16–18 This is true
even if the plasmon-type description may not capture
the full complexity in the description of the far-apart-
regime for some systems that effectively behave as a
low-dimensional metal.19–21 There exist efficient imple-
mentations also for self-consistent evaluations. One such
algorithm22 uses a fast Fourier transform approach which
accelerates evaluation for medium-to-large size systems
while real-space evaluation approaches17,23–26 may hold
advantages for very-large-scaled systems, as discussed in
Ref. 17.
This paper reports that a nonempirical vdW-DF char-
acterization of the variation in the vdW attraction among
biopolymers is indeed feasible. In vdW-DF, this vdW
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2attraction is reflected in a nonlocal correlation term
Enlc . Other terms, including a single-particle kinetic en-
ergy term Ts and the semilocal parts of the exchange-
correlation energy E0xc also contribute to the vdW-DF
total energy EvdW-DFtot but (for objects that are effectively
neutral) it is the vdW attraction, contained in Enlc , that
dominates when the density overlap between fragments
can be ignored. Our vdW-DF characterization presented
here thus computes the Enlc variation to map the mor-
phology dependence in the vdW attraction between a
pair of parallel, infinitely-repeated double-stranded (ds)
DNA helices. We find that the vdW interaction of such
DNA dimer is sensitive to the alignment of the ma-
jor DNA structural motifs, particularly different orienta-
tions of the major and minor grooves of the two ds-DNA
macromolecules. We also identify and discuss a set of sys-
tematic changes that arise in the vdW attraction when
the problem is investigated across a range of interaction
distances.16,27 We further compare the Enlc variation to
the evaluation of the semiempirical vdW term of a vdW-
extended DFT method,28 namely DFT-D2.29 We use and
extend analytical interaction results30–32 that apply for
the far (but not asymptotically far) regime, to illustrate
the difference in nature between our electron-based vdW-
DF study and the atom-based DFT-D approach. More-
over, we contrast this interpretation of the vdW attrac-
tion in a DNA dimer with corresponding results for a
dimer of carbon nanotubes (CNTs).
With this study we propose a vdW-DF computational
strategy for large-biomolecules, the strategy begins non-
empirical studies of the interactions by a mapping of the
vdW-attraction term Enlc . This is suggested to optimize
computational efficiency. We observe that the Enlc map-
ping of vdW attraction can today be carried out at the
cost of about ten wall time minutes per DNA dimer in-
teraction geometry. That is much smaller than the time
it takes to evaluate the variation in the kinetic energy
Ts because of an excellent scaling of real-space evalua-
tions of Enlc , Ref. 17. The cost of computing Ts through
wavefunctions is the same for DFT-D and vdW-DF so
our suggested strategy could also be relevant, for exam-
ple, for large-system DFT-D studies.28,29 The motivation
for our proposal is that a complete nonempirical vdW-
DF evaluation can be focused on the relevant interaction
morphologies that the Enlc mapping identifies. The possi-
bilities for using an adapted Harris scheme33–36 to accel-
erate the complete vdW-DF evaluation is discussed and
assessed in a closely related publication, Ref. 18.
The paper is organized as follows. The ds-DNA and
DNA dimer systems are described and discussed in Sec-
tion II, which also introduces the particular CNT struc-
ture investigated here. In Section III we present the com-
putational method used. Section IV consists of a study of
the nonlocal correlation energy variation as the distance
between the DNAs is changed and the two structures are
rotated. It also contains comparisons of our vdW-DF-
based results in the far (nearly asymptotic) region to the
dispersion interaction predicted by DFT-D2,29 and with
FIG. 1: Along-axis and side views of a minimal repeat-unit
cell model of the ds-DNA macromolecule. The atoms are P
(yellow), O (dark red), H (cyan), N (blue), and C (gray).
Figure created using XCrySDen.37
results of similar studies for CNTs.
II. GENOME STRUCTURE, A DNA MODEL
The primary structure of DNA is made up by four dif-
ferent nucleobases, the adenine (A), guanine (G), cyto-
sine (C) and thymine (T) bases, each covalently linked to
a sugar. These building blocks are joined to a strand by
phosphate groups connecting the sugars. The two DNA
strands form a double helix with (predominantly) hydro-
gen bonds linking base pairs, thus forming the DNA sec-
ondary structure. The repeated pairing between a purine
base (A or G) and a smaller pyrimidine (T or C) produces
a constant diameter for the double helix.
One of us was previously involved in a vdW-DF study
of the nucleobases, focusing on the stacking interactions.7
Even if the vdW forces by themselves may have limited
selectivity (for small molecules like base pairs), the vdW
forces are essential in the building of this secondary struc-
ture because they drive, optimize, and hold a structural
assembly until more stable bonds can be formed. This
mechanism is fundamental in the case of molecular recog-
nition and in DNA replication. The previous study7 pro-
vides vdW-DF analysis and results for the Rise and Twist
of the base pairs inside (that is, between the backbones
of) the ds-DNA structure. The nonlocal correlation con-
tribution Enlc to vdW-DF will by itself have difficulties in
aligning small molecules but the vdW forces still position
these components (base pairs) close enough that the cor-
rugation from kinetic-energy repulsion is expressed. The
previous vdW-DF study7 reported a very good agreement
between vdW-DF characterizations and experimental in-
formation (for example, correlations in base-pair rotation
angles as extracted from the Nucleic Acid Database3).
This progress highlights possibilities of a broader appli-
cation of the vdW-DF method to soft matter challenges
and in particular to refine the description of the vdW
attraction between biopolymers.
We focus our large-scale vdW-DF interaction study
on dimers of a ds-DNA model structure in the B-form.
3Both ds-DNA fragments are assumed to have the period-
ically repeated sequence of nucleobases GCAATACGGT.
The ds-DNA atomic structure is built from idealized
coordinates.38–40 In our model the axes of the two ds-B-
DNA fragments are straight and parallel to each other.
Figure 1 shows the atomic positions in the minimal-
repeat unit cell for one ds-B-DNA molecule. On the most
coarse level it reflects a cylinder-like form for DNA but
it also shows both major and minor grooves of the dou-
ble helix. This DNA model contains 635 atoms and is
limited to one coil, but it is periodic and is used as the
repeat unit cell of a DFT calculation so that the DNA is
still described as a macromolecular system (through the
infinite repetition of the unit cell along the DNA axis).
The polar sugar-phosphate strand on the external part
of the chain can form favorable interactions with ions
in a solvent. Each phosphate group then carries a neg-
ative charge which is balanced by positive ions, the
counter ions, in the surrounding liquid. The counter
ions stabilize the structure, making the DNA-ion system
charge neutral. Correlation between the concentrations
in the counter ions may themselves contribute further
to an attraction between the DNA-ion system and an-
other organic molecule. However, we shall not consider
such effects here. Instead we investigate the vdW bind-
ing arising from nonlocal electron correlation effects be-
tween two ds-DNA structures assuming (and enforcing in
our DFT calculations) that the DNA repeated-unit cell
model structure itself remains charge neutral. A forth-
coming study addresses the effects on the vdW attraction
of the charging by counter ions.
The double-helix structure is very regular, and when
viewed along the axis appears almost isotropic (left panel
of Fig. 1). This average isotropy of DNA simplifies our
study of the sensitivity of the vdW binding to macro-
molecular structural motifs. The average isotropy also
helps in the comparison with CNT dimer interactions
as we can define an approximate “radius” of DNA. We
can thus compare the vdW interactions as a function of
wall-to-wall distances ∆ in dimers of DNA and dimers
of CNT, using the analysis of Refs. 27,30–32. For DNA
we use the radius that is defined as the average of the
helix backbone P and O atoms distances from the DNA
center (8.5 A˚ and 9.7 A˚). This yields the approximate
DNA radius 〈r〉DNA ≈ 9.1 A˚ (shown by a double-arrow
line in Figure 1), close to that of the standard literature
description where the diameter is taken to be ≈ 20 A˚. For
a given center-to-center separation d of the DNA dimer
structure we thus use ∆ = d−2〈r〉DNA as the wall-to-wall
separation of the DNA dimer.
The approximate similarity of DNA with the cylinder
form of a CNT represents one major structural motif of
the structure. Another major structural motif is obvi-
ously the existence of grooves (right panel), a feature
which is distinctly different from what characterizes the
CNTs.
The systems studied here are sparse12 so that the vdW
interaction (with electrostatics) dominates in the inter-
FIG. 2: Left: Example of a system obtained starting from a
single 33.8 A˚ period of the ds-DNA that is copied, translated
and rotated inside an enlarged unit cell. Right: Portion of
the final system studied. Here we have piled a number of
unit cells (not all shown) on top of each other in preparation
of the real-space evaluation of Eq. (2). Figure created using
XCrySDen.37
molecular regions of low electron density. By basing the
function on weaker forces, Nature ensures a truly remark-
able resilience of our genetic code.1,6
III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
DFT calculations of interacting systems are effectively
limited by the computational challenge of accurately cal-
culating the kinetic energy, a step which requires solving
the noninteracting particle Schro¨dinger equation in three
dimensions. One could fear that the nonlocal nature of
the correlations that define the dispersive forces, i.e., the
vdW-DF evaluation of the Enlc , may also represent a com-
putational challenge for large systems. However, efficient
algorithms are now in place and there are, effectively, no
other computational bottlenecks for biomolecular vdW-
DF and/or DFT-D studies, like those presented here,
than the evaluation of the (noninteracting) kinetic en-
ergy Ts.
We note that since Enlc is far less costly (for large sys-
tems) than any calculation of eigenstates, it is wise to
begin a first-principle biomolecular interaction study by
mapping out the Enlc variation; this saves the costly de-
termination of the kinetic-energy repulsion to relevant
interaction morphologies. Here we pursue this first map-
ping step of evaluating Enlc to identify optimal DNA-
dimer configurations. We also characterize the sensitivity
of the vdW binding to variations in alignment of DNA
structural motifs.
Figure 2 illustrates our process in our Enlc -mapping.
It is formally the first step in an overall Harris-type ap-
proach for an accelerated vdW-DF evaluation of inter-
molecular interactions.18
The DNA-dimer electron density nd is needed for eval-
uating Enlc [nd] for the dimer. For the individual DNA we
4calculate the electron density in a Linear Combination of
Atomic Orbitals (LCAO) characterization, available in
the DFT code GPAW.41 As an approximation of nd we
use the superposition
nd(r) = n
GGA
1 (r) + n
GGA
2 (r) (1)
of two copies of the individual density, nGGA1,2 . The super-
script indicates a standard self-consistent GGA calcula-
tion.
The calculation of the electron density that makes up
nGGA1,2 is carried out at the Γ point. The length of a period
along the ds-DNA is 33.8 A˚, and for determining the
electron density we use an orthorhombic unit cell of size
39.5 × 40.4 × 33.8 A˚3. The electron density is described
on a grid with a spacing of approximately 0.20 A˚.
The extended system for the superposition nd is cre-
ated by first enlarging the unit cell of the individual
DNA by factors 2.3× 2.3× 1 to obtain a unit cell of size
90.9 × 92.9 × 33.8 A˚3 (in Figure 2 the original unit cell
is enlarged only along the first axis, for visual reasons).
Then the density for the second ds-DNA is added, appro-
priately translated and/or rotated around the DNA axis.
For rotated ds-DNA the values of the electron density
on the spatial grid are interpolated from the grid values
before rotation.
The set of leftmost panels of Fig. 2 summarizes this
step in our vdW-DF study. By also rotating the ds-DNA
densities we can map out various mutual alignments of
the groove structure and study the ramifications for the
vdW attractions (as described in vdW-DF or in DFT-D).
For each of the considered separations d of the dimer
and for each of the relative angles of the fragments we
evaluate Enlc by carrying out the integral
Enlc [n] =
1
2
∫
n(r1)φ[n](r1, r2)n(r2)dr1dr2 (2)
for the superposition density nd of Eq. (1). Here φ[n]
is given from a tabulated kernel function, but φ[n] still
reflects the overall density variation in the interacting
components.13,18,42 Our code for the postprocess calcu-
lation of the Enlc value is a real-space code. For the pe-
riodicity along the DNA axes we perform the real-space
evaluation step by replicating the DNA density along the
z direction (the DNA axis), for a total length of up to 540
A˚ (depending on the need in each calculation) and then
evaluate (2) with one spatial coordinate restricted to the
central unit cell, as described in Ref. 17 and illustrated
also in Ref. 43. This is indicated by the right panel of
Fig. 2
The ds-DNA structure can be roughly approximated
by a CNT-like cylindrical structure (although filled)
when viewed at large wall-to-wall separation. For a com-
parison we present CNT calculations using a (15,15) CNT
with the electron density (of the individual CNT) ob-
tained in a 40.7×40.7×2.46 A˚3 unit cell that contains 60
atoms. The radius of the (15,15) CNT is 〈r〉CNT=10.0 A˚,
approximately the size of the DNA radius. For the CNT
we have chosen to use the GPAW finite differences mode
(instead of LCAO) as a basis for the individual CNT
electron density variation. We also set a grid for the
description of the electron density that has a spacing
less than 0.135 A˚ between grid points, and we use a
Monkhorst-Pack k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone
with a 1×1×16 mesh. Like for the DNA dimer, the CNT
dimer density is obtained as a superposition of the indi-
vidual densities.
In an additional set of comparisons, we also report
DFT-D2 calculations of the vdW attraction for dimers
of DNA and for dimers of CNTs. These are based on the
dimer atomic configurations. The DFT-D calculations
are carried out as follows. For each of the DNA/CNT
atoms in the original unit cell, we sum the pair contri-
butions over atoms in the repeated copies of the DNA or
CNT unit cell, with the repetitions extending over 473
A˚ (or 8890 atoms) for the DNA-dimer problem and over
404 A˚ (or 9900 atoms) for the CNT-dimer problem.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. A mapping of mutual vdW attraction in a soft
twinning of two B-DNA coils
We first explore the vdW sensitivity of the DNA inter-
actions as one DNA is rotated (rigidly) around another
DNA, as illustrated in the insert of Fig. 3. In the rotation
θ the individual DNA is not rotated around its own axis.
Instead the situation corresponds to keeping the DNA
dimer axes fixed in space and rotating the left hand side
DNA by the angle −θ around its own axis while simulta-
neously rotating the right hand side DNA around its own
axis by the angle −θ. Effectively we are thus exploring
what variation arises in the vdW attraction effects when
twinning the two B-DNA coils. We restrict this twinning
to situations that create no significant density overlap.
Each of the curves in Fig. 3 corresponds to a certain
relative twinning rotation θ and shows the interaction
Enlc at various dimer separations (wall-to-wall distance ∆
or center-to-center distance d) from values smaller than
expected at the dimer binding, ∆ = 2.94 A˚, and up to
∆ = 12.4 A˚.
We note that the value of Enlc varies strongly with wall-
to-wall separation ∆, but except at the very small sepa-
ration ∆ = 2.94 A˚, the order of the curves of largest and
smallest contribution remain the same.
We cover the variation in the rotation angle θ up to
90◦ with steps of 10◦, and we find variation in the DNA
vdW binding θ. At about ∆ = 3.7 A˚ (within binding-
distance range) the variation, per unit length, in Enlc with
θ amounts to about 7 meV/A˚.
There are several local minima in the variation when
viewed at fixed distance > 3 A˚ (at θ = 0◦, 40◦, and 70◦).
The variation in the attraction with θ is correlated with
the alignment of the grooves, but the presence of several
local minima also shows that detailed structure in the
5FIG. 3: Nonlocal correlation energy per length Enlc /L of the
DNA dimer as a function of rotation angle θ and separation.
Both the center-to-center d and wall-to-wall distances ∆ are
shown in the plot on the bottom and top horizontal axis,
respectively. The picture in the insert shows the geometry of
the system as the angle θ is varied.
DNA further influences the interaction. For example, the
DNA is not a continuous double helix, but consists of a
series of base pairs and the associated parts of the back
bone, at 3.4 A˚ apart along the DNA axis, and the choice
of bases in the base pairs varies along the DNA. Thus
we should not expect smooth, largely monotonous curves
when the relative orientations of the DNA fragments are
changed.
B. Interaction effects by the alignment of motifs
The curves in Figure 3 show significant variation in
Enlc with relative orientation of the DNA fragments. We
therefore further explore the sensitivity to alignment of
structural motifs by keeping one of the two DNA frag-
ments fixed and rotating the other by an angle φ. Our
study creates a 360◦ mapping of Enlc /L versus φ, the rota-
tion of one B-DNA coil. The results are shown in Figure
4. The interaction is evaluated at a separation ∆ = 4.5
A˚ which is slightly larger than the expected binding dis-
tance. At closer distances some orientations will result
in overlap of high densities at the outer O atoms on the
two fragments (because DNA is not truly cylindrical).
Fig. 4 demonstrates a significant and rapid variation of
the vdW binding with the alignment of motifs, i.e., the
alignment or disalignment of the major and minor groves.
There is an approximate symmetry of the nonlocal cor-
relation energy around the central drop (at 183◦), with
the value −14.2 meV/A˚, or 12.0 meV/A˚ lower in energy
than the least attractive orientations at that separation,
namely at 125◦ and 235◦.
The Enlc (or vdW attraction) minimum at 183
◦ corre-
sponds to the alignment of the two structures in a way
FIG. 4: The vdW binding as a function of the rotation φ of
one of the DNA molecules around its axis while keeping the
other at a fixed orientation. The separation of the dimer is
∆ = 4.5 A˚.
that, for each of the fragments considered, two of the
outermost O atoms face each other directly. This also
means that the minor and major groove of the first struc-
ture are aligned with the corresponding grooves on the
second DNA, as depicted in the inset picture associated
to this point.
The two orientations (at φ = 125◦ and 235◦) with the
largest Enlc /L values have a vdW attraction of only −2.4
meV/A˚, respectively −2.6 meV/A˚, compared to the sit-
uation of the two DNA fragments being far apart. This
orientation has a large amount of vacuum between the
two structures along their entire length.
Two other (minimum) features correspond to a clear
enhancement in attraction, even if more modest. These
local-minimum angles appear as approximately symmet-
ric with respect to the global minimum in the φ variation.
They appear at 40◦ and 328◦ with vdW attraction −6.7
meV/A˚ and with −7.9 meV/A˚. This is 4–6 meV/A˚ lower
in energy compared to the least attractive orientation.
These two local minima correspond to an alignment of
the two DNA in which only one of the external O atoms
faces another O atom in the other DNA.
Altogether, our vdW-DF evaluation thus makes it pos-
sible to detect variations in the nonlocal correlation en-
ergy within a ∼12 meV/A˚ broad range due to the align-
ment of the structural motifs.
C. A comparison with vdW-extended DFT and
with a CNT dimer
We continue the analysis by comparing and contrast-
ing our vdW-DF results with results from a summation
of pair contributions, using a traditional atom-based dis-
persive interaction form, here as provided by Grimme
for the dispersion term D of DFT-D in the version DFT-
D2.29 Figure 5 repeats the θ = 40◦ and θ = 50◦ curves for
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FIG. 5: DNA and CNT vdW interaction per length as a
function of wall-to-wall distance ∆.
the DNA vdW interaction and includes also the curves
for the dispersion term D of DFT-D for the same two
rotations.
For separations larger than about ∆ = 6 A˚, we find
reasonable agreement between the results of the vdW-DF
and DFT-D procedures (Fig. 5). At smaller separations
we expect the results to differ because at close range it
becomes important that the dispersion interaction arises
mainly in the valence electron region, not at the atomic
centers, as assumed in DFT-D. Indeed, we do see a differ-
ence in the results at small separations, with diminished
attraction in the results from DFT-D compared to those
from the vdW-DF method.
We also compare in Figure 5 to the attraction of a pair
of parallel (15,15) CNTs that have approximately the
same radius as DNA, 〈r〉CNT = 10 A˚. The CNT data are
calculated with vdW-DF and DFT-D. The attraction of
the CNTs is stronger than for the DNA dimer. We note
that there are about 30% more atoms per length (rele-
vant for DFT-D, although also the species of the atoms
matter) and more integrated electron density per length
(relevant for vdW-DF) in the (15,15) CNT than in the
DNA. In a previous study32,44 of dimers of polyethylene
(PE), polypropylene (PP), and polyvinyl chloride (PVC)
two of us found a strong dependence of the vdW interac-
tion (in a simplified method) on the integrated amount
of electron charge (per length) in the polymer. In a full
vdW-DF calculation, including Enlc , of PE in dimers and
in a crystal, we found45 the vdW term Enlc to depend
strongly on the separation of the molecules and less, but
not insignificantly, on the relative orientation.
We stress that there are significantly larger differences
between the estimates of the vdW attraction for a CNT
dimer based on our vdW-DF evaluation and the DFT-
D2 evaluation, than for a DNA dimer in Fig. 6. Some
of the difference must be ascribed to the difference that
exists in the underlying GPAW calculation of the single-
fragment electron density (a courser-grained LCAO pro-
cedure for the DNA and a finite-different approach for
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CNT). However, we expect (and are presently testing in a
continuation vdW-DF study) that the differences mostly
reflect the fact that for vdW-DF it is important not only
how many electrons are in a molecule but also how they
are distributed in space.42 It is also the case that for
vdW-extended DFT methods, (which use parameters to
specify the per-atom contribution to the vdW interaction
strength) there is now an awareness that sp2-hybridized
carbon (the form that roughly applies for the CNTs) will
need a different parametrization than carbon in other or-
ganic molecules (like DNA).
D. On the validity of a near-asymptotic interaction
form
Fig. 6 analyzes the asymptotic forms of the vdW-DF
and DFT-D2 results for the (15,15)-CNT and DNA in-
teraction curves for the θ = 40◦ orientation. The largest
center-to-center distance d = ∆ + 2〈r〉 is here approxi-
mately 60 A˚, i.e., at the furthest separation dmax the ra-
tio to the DNA radius is dmax/〈r〉DNA ≈ 6. This means
that only the points furthest out can possibly be con-
sidered truly asymptotic. In the asymptotic and almost-
asymptotic range the θ = 40◦ and 50◦ curves are identi-
7cal and we therefore only show the θ = 40◦ curves in this
plot.
Beyond d ≈ 50 A˚ and up to dmax, which is a small
range here, the interactions for the DNA and the CNT,
both from vdW-DF and DFT-D calculations, scale ap-
proximately as −d−p where p = 5. This is the asymp-
totic scaling expected for parallel cylinders. The slope of
−d−5 is drawn in the top panel of Figure 6 as a guiding
line. In general the interaction of parallel cylinders at
equal radius b at large (but not necessarily asymptotic)
separation d is given by the generalized hypergeometric
function 3F2, as described in the Appendix. This applies
for cylinders of a continuous material, which our sys-
tems with atoms and varying electron distribution are
not quite.
In the bottom panel of Figure 6 we plot the interac-
tion per length, times d5. In the truly asymptotic region
for a pair of cylinders we expect a vanishing slope, and
for separations a bit smaller we expect the next terms
in the expansions (A.4) for filled cylinders and (A.6) for
hollow cylinders to contribute. As seen in the bottom
panel of Figure 6, neither the DNA nor the CNT dimers
are in the fully asymptotic region at d < dmax (the
curves are not totally flat). However, after adding the
first few terms of the expansions (A.4) or (A.6) we find
good agreement with the form of the generalized hyper-
geometric function 3F2 outside the near-binding region,
∆ = d− 2〈r〉 . 4–10 A˚.
Whether a pair of cylinders are filled or hollow does not
affect the lowest order term in the asymptotic expansion,
the d−5-term. However, it does change by a factor of 2
the coefficient on the next order term, the d−7-term, and
thus the interaction curve in the not-quite-asymptotic
region. When the DNAs or CNTs are close to each other
the separation is too small for the expressions in terms of
the generalized hypergeometrical functions to be valid.
It is clear that DNA is not a regular cylinder structure
and that the existence of grooves must play an essential
role, as also seen for the interaction as a function of rel-
ative orientation of the DNA dimer. However, far from
the binding region, basing the description on an assump-
tion of the electrons being distributed in a filled cylinder
is a good approximation.
The analytical evaluation reflects the morphology of
the interaction fragments and is therefore a good approx-
imation to the pair-potential summation that underpins
a DFT-D evaluation. Fig. 6 shows that the analytical de-
scription applies well as an approximation to the DFT-
D results when the fragments are sufficiently removed
to also make the above-stated assumptions meaningful.
However, Fig. 6 also shows that our Enlc -based calcula-
tion of the vdW attraction maintains differences for the
near-asymptotic form out to further distances than does
the DFT-D2-based evaluation.
We ascribe these differences to the vdW-DF ability to
include multipole and some collectivity effects through its
plasmon-pole description13 and its emphasis on reflecting
the electron-density variation.16,17
E. Towards a full vdW-DF interaction study
We note that at distances ∆ . 4 A˚ it is also impor-
tant to include the remaining components of the vdW-DF
method, see Ref. 16.
In a closely related study18 we assess the possibility
of using an adaption of the Harris scheme33–36 to accel-
erate the evaluation also of the remaining vdW-DF (or
DFT-D) components, predominantly seeking to bypass
repeated evaluations of the kinetic energy variation Ts.
This study shows that a high degree of accuracy can be
achieved. A forthcoming paper will report the results for
the DNA dimer problem and will detail effects that the
DNA charging state might have on the vdW attraction.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we show that the vdW-DF functional
has the potential to describe extended systems with the
accuracy of DFT, thus opening a way to the description
of complex soft phenomena.
We find that our computational strategy for first-
principle vdW-DF characterization (with our moderate-
level access to HPC) can give some qualitative and even
semi-quantitative results for biomolecular systems even
before the full vdW-DF (or for example DFT-D) evalua-
tion of the kinetic-energy repulsion effects is completed.
An accelerated vdW-DF computational framework18
study can be expected to work well for investigations of
vdW bound systems. Here, we have illustrated the pos-
sibility of an even faster initial mapping by evaluating
the vdW-binding component. An additional component
in the strategy is to adapt the ideas of the Harris scheme
as explored in a parallel study.18 The motivation such
strategy is easily stated: even if our DNA model struc-
ture is only a model system of the full secondary genome
structure, the individual ds-DNA still contains 635 atoms
and the dimer system contains 1270 atoms. The size of
the problem prevents us (at the supercomputing facilities
to which we have access) from performing an ordinary
potential-energy calculation by means of a conventional
DFT implementation. More realistic studies will contain
even more atoms per unit cell, or have other similar com-
plications. Thus any computational simplification able
to keep most of the original accuracy is welcome. That
observation is true whether or not we wish to pursue a
vdW-DF or a DFT-D study.
The nonlocal correlation energy Enlc , which contains
the essential information about the vdW binding, is ac-
cessible with a limited computational effort. We have
found that this Enlc evaluation has essentially perfect
scaling up to at least 2000 cores in our real space
implementation.17
We are thus proposing to initialize vdW-DF studies
of large biomolecular interaction problems by first map-
ping out what interaction geometries are plausible, from
knowing the variation in the vdW attraction. By begin-
8ning the vdW-DF identification of optimal interaction
geometries with this vdW-attraction step we are pursu-
ing a course that is similar to that Nature uses in its own
molecular-recognition search.
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Appendix: Scaling of interaction at large separations
With some robust assumptions it is possible to pro-
vide analytical results for the vdW interaction per length,
EA/L, for two parallel (infinitely repeated) cylindrical
structures when these are far, but not asymptotically
far, apart.27,31,32 The assumptions are that the matter
is continuous, a slightly simplified plasmon-pole approx-
imation, and that the (screened) effective susceptibility
can be approximated as having equivalent magnitudes
for response along the cylinder axis and tangent. There
are some differences in this analytical evaluation for hol-
low (relevant for carbon nanotubes) and filled (relevant
for DNA) cylinders but in both cases the results can be
expressed in terms of a generalized hypergeometric func-
tion. For either types of interacting systems, we consider
two cylinders of equal radius b at center-to-center dis-
tance d.
For a pair of massive cylinders a two-variable expres-
sion is given in the book by Mahanty and Ninham46,47 in
terms of Appells hypergeometric function F4
EfilledA
L
= −B b
4
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∞∑
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Here B is a (positive) prefactor that reflects the suscep-
tibility of the material in the cylinders and whose value
can be set by investigating the asymptotic form.
We rewrite this expression with the generalized hyper-
geometric function 3F2 of one variable
EfilledA
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For large separations d b an expansion in b/d yields
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which is the expansion used in the bottom panel of Figure
6 for the pair of DNA (approximated as filled cylinders).
For a pair of infinitely thin, hollow cylinders, where the
electron density can be described by a radial δ-function,
the interaction is given by a similar generalized hyperge-
ometric function31,32
EhollowA
L
= −B b
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The result is also valid for a slightly more general
choice of susceptibility tensors.31,32 For the function
(A.5) the expansion in b/d yields
3F2
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This expansion is used in the bottom panel of Figure 6 for
the pair of CNT (approximated as pipes, that is, hollow
cylinders).
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